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Aim
This option aims to provide support for the creation of a Woods In and Around Towns – Urban Woodland
Management Plan which will set out the management and public access objectives for your woodland.

This plan is to support the Woods In and Around Towns options under the Woodland Improvement Grant
and the Sustainable Management of Forests.

It must set out the management objectives and the Woods In and Around Towns operations required to
achieve these objectives. We will approve your Urban Woodland Management Plan for a ten-year period.

Grant support
This is a standard cost capital grant that will be paid once we approve a completed plan.

Your plan must capture the entire woodland management unit you wish Woods In and Around Towns
funding on, including young woodlands and areas planned for woodland creation.

However the payment of grant will be based on the area of woodland within the plan that has woodland
cover of 10 years old and older.

This means we will exclude from grant payment woodland less than 10 years old or areas covered by a
woodland creation live contract from a legacy scheme (where the conditions have yet to be met and / or
final payments have yet to be made).

We will not pay grant for more than 20 per cent internal designed open ground in the areas eligible for
grant payment. For example, if the woodland areas of 10 years old and older have greater than 20 per
cent designed open ground attributed to them, we will cap the payment of this grant at a maximum 20 per
cent of designed open ground.

The grant rate for the Woods In and Around Towns – Urban Woodland Management Plan is:
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• £1000 for eligible areas up to 10 hectares
• £25 per eligible hectare thereafter

Application eligibility criteria
At least half of the woodland must be within the Woods In and Around Towns area. Urban woodlands are
those within one kilometre of a town with a population of 2000 or more people.

The minimum block size of each individual woodland that we will accept for Woods In and Around Towns
funding is 0.5 hectares.

The Woods In and Around Towns area is defined by Forestry Commission Scotland and is available as
a layer on the Forestry Commission Scotland map viewer. If you have any doubt about whether your
woodland meets this criterion, contact your local Forestry Commission Scotland woodland officer.

To be eligible for grant support the woodland must appear on the National Forest Inventory (with the
exception of the National Forest Inventory categories of 'cloud' and 'uncertain'). The National Forest
Inventory is available as a layer on the Forestry Commission Scotland map viewer.

There must be free and unhindered public access to all areas included within the proposed management
plan area. Areas such as school grounds and golf courses are not eligible unless there is free and
unhindered public access to all areas.

You must produce the plan using the Woods In and Around Towns – Urban Woodland Management Plan
template document.  Example management plans that use the template are available on the Forestry
Commission Scotland website.

Please see the Supporting information section below for the information you need to supply us when
applying for this option.

Woods In and Around Towns – Urban Woodland Management Plans must comply with the UK Forestry
Standard.

Supporting information
To help us assess your application, you must provide us with the following supporting information:

• a map that shows the perimeter of the management unit plan area
• a map that shows the perimeter of the eligible grant payment area if this is less than the area

above
• a concept map that illustrates the context, opportunities, constraints and proposed management

objectives that will inform the plan

General mapping guidance for the Forestry Grant Scheme

Scoring criteria
We have set agreed financial budgets for each of the options under the Forestry Grant Scheme. In
order to ensure that we make the most cost effective use of the money available and to meet Scottish
Government objectives, we will assess each application using selection criteria.

The criteria will be written as appropriate to each Forestry Grant Scheme option. Each application will
receive a score based upon the selection criteria and we will set a minimum score for each option.

Threshold score = 2 points

Each option within your application must meet the threshold score to be considered for approval. In
achieving the threshold score, your option must score against each criterion except for additional benefit.

The scores will then be used as the basis for allocating funding on a competitive basis through the
Forestry Grant Scheme clearing process.

Delivery of option benefits

1 POINT – for applications that meet the eligibility requirements but do not deliver any of the benefits
detailed below.
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3 POINTS – for applications that provide one or more of the following in addition to meeting the eligibility
requirements:

• applications that are completely within the ‘WIAT Area’. Select the ‘WIAT’ dataset in the Forestry
Grant Scheme 2014–2020 Target Area folder on the Forestry Commission Scotland Map Viewer 
to confirm your application meets this requirement

5 POINTS – for applications that meet one of the three-point criteria above and the criteria below:

• applications that are partly (but at least 50 per cent) within the ‘WIAT Priority Area’

Supplementary point – additional benefit

1 POINT – will be awarded, as an additional point, where:

• the applicant has engaged, or can clearly demonstrate that they have attempted to engage, with
local communities in developing the concept plan that accompanies this application

How to claim
You should submit a capital claim once we have approved your completed plan.

You cannot make a claim for an area that exceeds that agreed in your contract. Your claim must be for
the areas as detailed in your schedule of works, which means you cannot make an interim claim for part
of the area shown on a single line of your schedule of works.

Technical guidance
• UK Forestry Standard
• Woods In and Around Towns – Urban Woodland Management Plan template
• Woods In and Around Towns – example management plan
• Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation

Previous versions
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